If you haven’t yet come across the concept of the electronic poster or ‘eposter’, then chances are you probably will sometime soon as the format will certainly come into popularity at conferences in the coming years. This article aims to share a recent experience we had of transforming a traditional printed poster presented at the 2014 LILAC conference and turning it into an eposter for the EdTech 2014 conference here in Dublin. Both posters are available for you to view and refer to when making comparisons.

What is an eposter?
An eposter allows the presenter to create a deeper visual message through the inclusion of additional slides in PowerPoint (the EdTech conference allowed a maximum of ten slides) and by embedding multimedia content (e.g. videos, animated charts or graphs, hyperlinks, 3D models and animations) alongside static elements such as titles, logos, abstracts, supporting texts and summaries. The eposter should in theory be displayed on an interactive whiteboard; however, it can also be displayed as a PowerPoint slideshow on a projected screen. The specifications will be set by the particular conference in their guidelines, but put in its simplest form, an eposter is an interactive poster that enables users to navigate through the story or message that the authors want to tell.

How did the opportunity come about?
As many of us know, the genuine time and effort put into the design of a printed poster is not always reflected or appreciated during the conference programme, where poster presentations can often be relegated to the fringes during a coffee break (Halligan, 2008; Moore et al., 2001).

Although you have what is in effect a published item, often showcasing a work-in-progress (Ellerbee, 2009), and it is often the springboard to a full published academic article, the experience of investing a lot of time for little reward can leave the author(s) of a poster wondering if it is really worthwhile.

We recently presented a poster at the LILAC Conference 2014, and while we were in the process of creating it we noticed that an upcom-
ing EdTech conference here at University College Dublin was looking for eposter submissions. This caught our attention: for a start, the audience would be entirely different as EdTech is primarily aimed at an audience of educational technologists and those working with technology in higher education in Ireland; secondly, we had never encountered eposters before and it was a great opportunity to try something new and innovative. The title and the abstract were changed and the submission was accepted by the conference review committee.

Transformation from a poster to an eposter

You can approach the design of an eposter fresh from ground up; however, we had the foundation of what we needed with the poster we designed for LILAC. We used the bulk of this poster as our anchor or homepage slide; it featured the traditional title, author information, abstract and main theme headings for the additional slides. We also featured a timeline on the recommendation of the review panel from our submission entry. The main difference between creating a traditional poster and an eposter is that the former requires you to strip down the amount of information and make a judgement on what to include and what needs to be sacrificed while still getting your message across, whereas the latter provides you with an open palette to include a very generous amount of information. The important thing is to do this in such a way as to still make sense of the story that you are trying to tell. You must avoid being tempted to go overboard and add too much content, as the general principles of good poster design still apply: good organisation, a concise and clear explanation and a clear pathway through the poster (Brown, 1997).

We took away a lot of the captions and text boxes from the LILAC poster and made the eposter homepage slide more reliant on images and main headings. This streamlined the overall design of the main page, making it less cluttered and easier to read (Moore et al., 2001). There were four main headings and four individual sections on the timeline, each of which linked out to a separate page; each separate page was a mini-poster in essence. The slides in the eposter were interlinked using embedded hyperlinks, sometimes using images as hyperlink anchors. Caption boxes that were used on the LILAC poster became a full page on the eposter, e.g. the heading ‘Inspiration’ went from a series of five bullet points to a full page featuring images, hyperlinks, embedded video, captions and text summaries linked together by eye-catching graphics and animations.

Some lessons learned

As this is generally unchartered territory for the eposter authors and possibly also for the conference IT facilitators, one will inevitably encounter some hitches and glitches along the way. The first thing to consider is that this can be a much larger undertaking depending on the number of slides you decide to include in your eposter. We used the maximum permitted ten slides; I would go no further, given the amount of time each slide took to produce; one also has to consider the amount of file memory used. We were allowed a maximum of
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15mb, and as each slide eats up memory you have to keep checking as you go to keep within your limit. If there is no limit, you still need to keep in mind the end user and the download capacity of the device they may be using, especially for mobile devices, so 15mb is a good working limit. If you happen to go over the limit, look for obvious culprits such as animations or 3D graphics that may be memory-heavy. You may also need to consider reducing the number of slides used: compressing the finished eposter to a zip file will also help. Given the number of slides, it can be easy to lose the essence of the story you are trying to tell; we found that having a back arrow key prominent on each slide to take the user back to the home ‘anchor’ slide helped. However, this may not be necessary if you decide to tell the story moving from the opening to the concluding slide.

For your first eposter there is no harm in keeping it relatively simple as trying something too fancy or complicated could backfire. Try and test your eposter in the venue beforehand – and the more time you have, the better, in order to rectify any glitches. Have a contingency plan. We were under the impression that our eposter would be displayed on an interactive whiteboard and that we would only need to be on hand to demonstrate to end-users how to navigate through it. Leading up to the conference we learned that the eposter would be shown as part of a series of ten eposters and that we would have to present it to all the delegates in a five-minute slot. This proved difficult as five minutes to showcase ten slides was a daunting prospect but in the end we managed to do ourselves and the eposter justice.

Keep uniformity in the overall design: be consistent with colours, typefaces and spacing and consider best accessibility practice, e.g. sans serif typefaces, large font size, etc. Use hyperlinks and graphics but don’t overload. Attention to detail is vital: check, recheck and recheck again. In terms of design, layout gridlines are useful to help line things up; it pays to give proper attention to these details. Never overlook the simple things like spelling, and get someone not connected to your project to proof-read. Check the graphic resolution of images as they may have to appear on a large screen. Make sure your embedded links work, test and test again, and if you are using moving animation, set it to a medium speed. Always get copyright clearance for any image or graphic used in your presentation and include the link to the source – using a TinyURL or Bitly will save space. We used a combination of original photographs taken by UCD Media Services and images available under Creative Commons License from Flickr. All our graphics, logos and icons were copyright free or we sought permission direct from the owners.

Finally, there are not many examples of eposters to view online. There are some on YouTube but these can be misleading as you may not encounter the same level of high-tech equipment as some of the international conferences featured. We found hardly any literature on this area of work; besides this article you may have only the conference eposter guidelines to work from. There are some Twitter forums (#eposter, #ePoster etc.) but the medium does not really allow you disperse advice, given the limited number of characters. If you can view some final presented eposters from conferences these will help give you an idea of what works and what doesn’t. Our advice is to persist and ask the organisers as many questions as you can about the setup, any limitations as to file capacity, design features and most importantly how the eposter will be presented. Looking back, even though it involved a lot of work, it was a worthwhile project overall. It also helped us to clarify our project concepts into a neat, visually attractive showcase.

**Feedback**

We got instant feedback on Twitter from delegates of the EdTech conference. It was all very positive and rewarding given the non-library audience, and we briefly became a conference trending item – which just goes to show that we librarians do know how to stand out from the crowd. Here are a few examples of the tweets we received:

‘Great presentations from UCD librarians’

‘Becoming eLearning librarians #edtech14, new role for librarians? Great presentation’

‘Great presentation UCD library staff’

‘Impressive elibrarians at ucd’

This Twitter feedback was an instant reaction to the initial visual ‘first impression’ of the eposter. The bold use of colour and graphics gave a strong visual appeal to the eposter and this was reflected in the feedback we received. Aim to make your presentation stand out from the competition. As the eposter can be interactive you can look to add a live feedback option for user comments, such as a Twitter feed, a Wordle, a Mentimeter voting tool or simply just adding a hyperlinked email icon.
**Benefits**

Poster and eposter submissions are a great way to get to attend and participate in conferences. However, an additional advantage of an eposter is that they can be useful for internal promotion amongst library staff to showcase a project in a large organisation. They also enhance the library’s reputation, generating post-conference interest and collaborations. It is important to think about the audience looking at the poster: what they know and what is of interest to them, and to tailor, take out or add in content accordingly.

Eposters can be reused: they may be sent to an academic to explain a new service, for example, that can cut through the communication channel noise. Some academics get students to design posters on a topic as part of their coursework and need examples to show them what they expect. Others may be interested to know how you completed the work, so it can become a common topic for conversations with academics and relationship-building for liaison / subject librarians.

**Conclusion**

Go for it if the opportunity arises. The experience will mean that you probably won’t want to go back to the traditional-style poster; this is a much more dynamic and satisfying way of getting your message out there. Make the poster interactive, and it will bring it to life for the end-user; don’t be tempted to make it run like an average conference PowerPoint slideshow presentation. Within the next couple of years eposters may become the norm for presenting posters at future conferences. As one EdTech conference delegate tweeted: ‘Ground Zero of #edtech14 ePoster Presentations’. The eposter format proved to be a hit at this particular conference and the process will be improved for the 2015 conference.
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